Supersymmetric models based on the scenario of gague mediation often suffer from the well-known µ problem. In this paper, we reconsider this problem in low-scale gauge mediation in terms of effective field theory analysis. In this paradigm, all high energy input soft mass can be expressed via loop expansions. If the corrections coming from messenger thresholds are small, as we assume in this letter, then all RG evaluations can be taken as linearly approximation for low-scale supersymmetric breaking. Due to these observations, the parameter space can be systematically classified and studied after constraints coming from electro-weak symmetry breaking are imposed. We find that some old proposals in the literature are reproduced, and two new classes are uncovered. We refer to a microscopic model, where the specific relations among coefficients in one of the new classes are well motivated. Also, we discuss some primary phenomenologies.
Introduction

Motivations
Among scenarios that solve the stringent constraints on experiments of flavor violations in supersymmetric (SUSY) models, gauge mediation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is an appealing candidate.
In particular, SUSY models with low-scale SUSY-breaking can be directly examined at the LHC. However, gauge mediation suffers from a well-known fine tuning problem related to electro-weak symmetry breaking (EWSB), i.e, the µ and Bµ problem [6] . On general grounds there is a small hierarchy between these two input scales at mediation scale, B µ ∼ (16π 2 )µ 2 .
There have been a lot of efforts on solving this problem in the literature [7] . However, except all important subtleties are taken into account, it is not concrete to argue whether a SUSY model suffers such a fine tuning problem.
What is the most important essentials related to µ problem are all the input soft masses that are determined both by the SUSY-breaking and the messenger sectors as well as the renormalization group (RG) evaluations for these soft masses. The specific relations in the mediation scale can be substantially modified by the RG corrections. A typical example is SUSY models of gaugino mediation [8] , in which the high energy input parameters are three gaugino masses (together with L −1 , tan β and signµ). It obviously does not realize EWSB and satisfy other considerations. But the correct and large RG corrections turns it into a viable SUSY model at electro-weak scale.
Strategy
In this paper, we systematically analyze the µ problem from viewpoint of effective field theory, where the SUSY-breaking sector is referred by spurion superfields. We introduce two separate spurion superfields, which generalize the minimal setup of gauge mediation where only one spurion field needs to be considered. These spurion superfields introduce relevant dynamical scales,
X G and X D are responsible for SUSY-breaking related to generations of scalar scalars, gaugino masses as well as µ and B µ terms of Higgs superfields, respectively. In this note, for simplicity we assume M D /M G ∼ 0.1 − 1 so that the corrections coming from multiplet messenger thresholds are small. 
for squark and gaugino masses and 
Note that when a particular loop coefficient C (i) is determined to be non-zero, all higher order corrections can be neglected because of the perturbative nature. Furthermore, a coefficient
is actually an (i + 1)-loop effect. Following this fact we assume all C (i) are bounded as,
The upper bound in (1.5) is due to the perturbativity of new Yukawa couplings in superpotential for hidden sector X D . Otherwise, large Yukawa couplings will suffer the problem of Landau poles.
Having systematically analyzed the high energy input soft masses, we can obtain their values at EW scale by taking the RG corrections into account. The RG equations [11] for 1 We take the effective number of messengers as N ef f,G = 1 for the squark and gaugino masses. This value can vary when the models derive from the minimal setup (see e.g, [9] ). It thus changes the relative ratio between squark and gaugino masses.
2 Note that a tree-level µ term can exist in the SUSY limit Λ D = 0.
these soft masses in minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) are quite involved.
In this note we discuss gauge mediation with low-scale SUSY breaking,
In this region the NLSP particle are mainly prompt decays or can be long lived, which is of highly interest at searches of SUSY signals at colliders. Also in the region (1.6) the RG evaluations for soft masses mainly receive their corrections coming from ln(M/M Z ) factor, which is of order unity . This contribution can be taken as linear approximation [12] . Following the RG equations at one-loop, one obtains the soft masses at EW scale via replacing (1.3) and (1.4) with
where δ C i are both positive real numbers of order one 3 .
Then, as a primary analysis about the physical parameter space, we impose the necessary condition for EWSB,
In terms of (1.7) and expressions for input soft masses through loop expansions, we can analyze the possible parameter space composed of (C
under constraints (1.5) order by order. An important observation which can be used to simplify the classifications is that if C (i) µ = 0 at ith-loop, then we must also have C (i) Bµ = 0. Reversely, the statement is not true. This conclusion can be proved by arguments of effective field theory (see [13] for primary analysis via SUSY algebra).
Other relevant experimental constraints on parameters in Higgs sector include negative mass squared for H µ scalar,m all masses of Higgs scalars are bigger than O(115)GeV, and the mass of the lightest chargino has to be larger than O(100)GeV. We will also discuss possible implications arising from these constraints on allowed parameter space.
Outlines
The outline of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we divide the discussions into three classes,
First, we find that there is parameter space allowed for the case (1), which is not extensively studied before as far as we know. There are parameter spaces allowed for case (2) to case (4).
Second, the typical parameter space for case (3) and case (4) corresponds to the one-loop µ/two-loop Bµ as well as "lopsided gauge mediation " [14] respectively, which both have been discussed in the literature. Finally, the second case is totally new. Although the spectra for soft masses in Higgs sector in this case is similar to those in [10] , it is not covered by that approach. Here only one substantial hierarchy among soft masses in Higgs sector is needed, in comparison with at least two proposed in [10] .
In section 3, we discuss the microscopic models of hidden sector X D where the typical values in parameter space for case (2) In section 4, we discuss the phenomenologies for models belonging to case (2) . Following the typical parameter values, we find that Higgs scalar expect h 0 are nearly degenerate at largem H d and small tan β ≈ 0.1 is favored. The direct consequence for this class of SUSY models is that the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) is mostly Bino-like and its prompt two-body decay modes are dominated by final state γ and Z 0 plus missing energy, with branching ratio cos 2 θ W and sin 2 θ W respectively. The decay channel to h 0 plus missing energy is negligible as a result of dramatically suppression.
In section 5, we summarize the main results in this note.
Classifications
Now we discuss the allowed parameter space in the four classes in (1.10) in turn. First,we introduce such three dimensional parameters for later use,
The first two are small positive, real numbers as mentioned in the introduction, while the last parameter z is also real and positive, in the range of 10 −2 to 10 2 in general. When z = 1, we reproduce the physics of gauge mediation with one spurion superfield. Since the mass parameters in Higgs sector receive contributions both from the X G and X D sectors either directly or via RG evaluation, it will be of use to discuss which one is the dominant contribution.
Case (1): Largeμ Term
In this case, the most stringent constraint comes from (1.8) , from which we have when µ is generated at tree-level
First, consider the case for C
(1)
Second, if C
Bµ = 0, then one obtains,
which is not allowed according to (1.5) . Note that δC Bµ is a positive real coefficient of order one. As the tree-level µ term respects the supersymmetry, it is less of interest in comparison with the mechanism that all mass scales are originated from softly broken SUSY, unless a dynamical generation for tree-level µ term is realized so that it is a natural consequence.
If µ is generated at one-loop, (2.2) is replaced by,
Bµ will cause the tension for its permitted value, as stated in (1.5). What is more promising is that the B µ term is generated at two-loop. In this case, we obtain,
Take the constraints for case (1) in (1.10) into account, we find that no matter the mainly contribution tom H µ,d comes from X D or X G sector, there is only a set of critical values,
and C
if we relax the large differences in (1.10) for case (1) to some moderate values.
Case (2): Largem H d
We obtain after imposing the constraint in (1.10) for this case ,
Here the constraints neglected denote those coming from (1.8). We see that the first and third sets of choices is obviously not consistent. The second one implies that
y >> 1, which is not permitted as a result of the fact that C 
The first and third classes are obviously not consistent, while the second one is allowed. We impose the constraint in (1.8), which implies that when C (1)
Thus this choice is not allowed. On the other hand, if C
(1) Bµ = 0, we obtain an additional constraint,
which is actually consistent with the second class of choices in (2.9). For example, we take such typical values for these parameters,
Hµ ∼ 0.01 and C
In the next section, we will construct a class of models to motivate choices of parameters in (2.11).
Case (3): Standard Proposal
First, when C Otherwise, we will always get extremely small
µ << 1/(16π 2 ), which indeed is high-order effects according to our understandings. Follow this observation, we obtain the constraints,
Second, if µ term is generated at one-loop, there is only one possibility needed to be considered,
Bµ , (C Bµ close to its lower bounded value, which actually a two-loop effect. In this sense, the second class in (2.13) is often referred as the standard proposal to solve the problem.
Case (4): Smallμ and LargeB µ
Similarly to the previous discussions, the fist class of choices for C (0) µ = 0 is given by,
which contradicts with the statement in (1.5). Second, if C (0) µ = 0 and C
(1) µ = 0, we obtain,
These choices are argued to be consistent in a class of hidden model [14] .
In summary, we reproduce two old proposals in the literature as well as discover two new approaches. In particular , the proposal discussed in [10] is a specific choice of the case (2).
This statement will be more apparent in the next section, in which the model buildings and the parameter space is obviously different from the discussions shown in [10] .
A Hidden Model
In this section we consider the hidden superpotential for SUSY-breaking sector X D associated with the Higgs sector. We refer to the hidden superpotential as
in terms of which the typical parameter space in (2.11) for the case (2) can be realized. In Integrate out the massive component fields in S,S, D andD, we obtain the effective Kahler potential [15] ,
where
This superpotential is the one in [14] that has been used to analyze the models of large B µ and small µ. Here we use it for different purpose and as an illustration for constructing mass spectrum in (2.11). It is also interesting to discuss other possibilities such as models of MSSM singlets.
The soft masses can be obtained via evaluating the eigenvalues of matrix (3.3), which are given by 5 ,
where the dimensionless coefficients are defined as,
Compare (1.3) and (1.4) with (3.4), we obtain the explicit expressions,
Now we discuss the parameter space that is composed of λ µ,d , λ, v, θ and w ( with an overall scale Λ D ), by impose the concrete choices in (2.11) on (3.6). In particular, the perturbativity of Yukawa couplings in (3.1) and the absence of obvious fine tunings between them require,
Also the value of v is restricted to be around 0.1 − 10 according to the assumption we follow.
First, we take the curves for C
µ and C
Bµ for consideration. In the region of small sin θ value where substantial simplifications happen, the large ratio of λ µ /λ d is favored. If λ is set to be around 0.8, these two curves overlap from v ∼ 0.1 to v ∼ 0.3, during which C (2) Hµ is close to its typical value, as shown in fig. (1) .
When we move to the region of parameter space where cos θ closes to 1, similar results can be obtained, with a S ∼ 0.1aS and a SS ∼ 0.1aS as shown in fig (2) . In this region, it is more easier to obtain large m H d term. The typical value for C The main goal of this section is to construct a concrete model in which the typical parameter space is allowed. We want to mention that the parameter space we discover is part of the total physical one. 
Phenomenology
Now we discuss the phenomenological implications for the mass spectra represented by the second class of models in (1.10). In the typical parameter space, we find,
Higgs Mass Spectrum
The tree-level Higgs mass spectra are given by,
So neutrilino is the NLSP. Under the same limit, the matrix N [16] that is used to dialogize the neurtilino mass matrix is given by ,
which leas to the conclusion that the NLSP neutrilino is mostly Bino-like. It promptly decays into final states of γ, Z and h plus missing energy when Λ G 10 3 TeV, which can be directly produced at Tevatron and LHC ( see [20] for recent discussions on neutrilino NLSP at colliders). The decay widths for these final states are given by,
To derive the final results in (4.8) we use the definite value tan β ≈ 0.1, as imposed by (4.2) . This small value dramatically suppresses the decay width of channelχ 0 1 → h +G. The branching ratios for the channels involved are found to be,
The spectra (4.1) lead to a large m A (relative to m Z ) and small tan β. No matter the value of tan β, large m A is sufficient to reduce the Higgs search of MSSM to the SM Higgs search.
In this sense, in the model we study here phenomenologies related to the rates of Higgs prodcutions and decays are similar with those under the decoupling limit [17] . However, as reviewed in [18] , it is still possible to discover or exclude heavy m H ± up to 1 TeV via τ µ decays at LHC with 300 fb −1 .
To descriminate between our model and the others described by 
Conclusions
In this paper µ problem in gauge mediation is studied in terms of effective field theory analysis. As the subtleties that determine the SUSY soft mass parameters at EW scale are the high energy input boundary values and their RG evaluations, we use the loop expansions to capture the mainly property of the former contribution, and restrict our discussion to negligible multiple messenger threshold corrections as well as low-scale SUSY-breaking to simplify the later contribution. Following these facts, we classify the problem into four classes, and explore the parameter space allowed by imposing primary constraints coming from EWSB. We reproduce two old proposals in the literature as well as discover two new classes.
As illustration for model buildings, we refer to a hidden theory proposed in [14] for different purpose. We find in some regions where no fine tunings happen these typical values of parameters in one of the two new classes can be realized. Also, we discuss the phenomenological implications predicted by this new class of models. The Higgs scalars expect h 0 are heavy and of order m H d . The NLSP is Bino-like neutrilino, whose two-body decays are prompt and mainly composed of γ and Z plus missing energy. The channel for neutrilno decaying into h 0 is kinetically permitted, however, dramatically suppressed.
